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The United Automobile Workers: Facing
up to the New Industrial Revolution

By Thomas Rankin
No news may be good news, but good news is most

emphatically not news. It is important nonetheless to
explore the contract agreement recently reached
between the United Automobile Workers and General
Motors. When this paper went to press, the contract
had not yet been ratified and details were somewhat
sketchy, but one thing was clear’, while the document is
in no way revolutionary, it represents an important
evolutionary step towards aligning labor and manage-
ment on a common front to protect the domestic
automobile industry from self-destruction in the face
of foreign competition.

The contract therefore sets a precedent that will
affect future UAW negotiations, but its influence will
not end there. The wage structure in the new agreement
allows GM to control its wage base, current profit
sharing measures, benefit the worker in good years
and"provides a vital cushion to GM and workers alike
in bad, and retraining and early-retirement incentives
should help GM reach the ambitious new productivity
goals it has set for itself. This agenda should prove
attractive to other corporations as well, regardless of
industry. Before exploring specific details, a look at
the personalities involved in the negotiations will
provide insight into how this contract came to fruition.
UAW president Owen F. Bieber is a man who would
doubtlessly invoke the ire of the late UAW founder
Walter Reuther. While Reuther was a master motivator,
Bieber is a heavily bureaucratic committee former and
vote tallying revolutionist. Standing six foot five, the
jowley Beiber looks like a charactiture of a behind-the-
scenes poll, not totally inappropriate in light of his low
profile. During the last round of UAW negotiations,
then-president Douglas Fraser’s name became virtually
synonymous with the UAW, but Bieber remains
virtually unknown to the American public.

The man who is more directly responsible for the
tone and outcome of the negotiations is Donald
Ephlin, the UAW’s vice-president in charge of the GM
division, it was Ephlin who bucked the "Restore and
More in ’84" activists earlier in the year and told the
rank and file that it was time to stop simply making
wage demands and come to grips with the realization

that it was the union’s responsibility to cooperate with
Detroit’s efforts to face foreign competition. Instead
of constituting a "sell out," Ephlin stressed, this new
approach would ultimately save jobs.

Ephlin’s message dovetailed nicely with Bieber’s
more amorphous "job security" platform, but his
political risk-taking very nearly ended his career a few
months ago. A G M memo that fell into union hands at
that time outlined a plan for productivity improvement
that would cut between 60,000 and 120,000 jobs,
igniting a great deal of anger and bitterness among the
rank and file. Worse yet, the memo referred to Ephlin

as the UAW man who would "educate" the rank and
file about the need for concessions. Ephlin emerged
from the debacle with some of the wind sucked out of
his sails, but for the most part politically intact.

With the stage thusly set, negotiations were carried
out on the fifth floor of GM headquarters. When talks
bogged down, the UAW staged a walkout at 12 plants
and the GM Technical Center on the eve of the
company’s 76th anniversary, later striking a total of 17
facilities. In the early morning hours of Friday,
September 21, the contract was hammered out and
presented to the rank and file.

The cornerstone of Bieber’s proposal, job security,
was dealt with through a mixed bag of agreements.
The UAW pushed for a firm commitment from GM
that it would curb the practice of "outsourcing,"
turning to foreign parts or, in the case of Chevrolet’s
"Spectrum" and "Sprint" models, entire automobiles.
This practice saves the company a great deal of money
in terms of design and tooling costs, but at the core of
the matter rests labor costs. Since the late 1940’s, the
UAW has traditionally enjoyed a 3 percent annual
wage increase~ but the new agreement stipulates a 2.25
percent increase the first year, followed by lump-sum
payments equalling a 2.25 percent hike in each of the
following years. This distinction is important in that it
prevents swelling GM’s permanent wage base and puts
them in a stronger position for the next round of talks
in 1987.

While GM could not commit to halting outsourcing,
it did agree to an expensive retraining program for laid

off workers. GM last summer acquired EDS, a vast
data-processing company, and the current thinking
indicates that some unneeded production workers
may be trained in computer literacy and shunted over
to the new division.

GM also agreed to increase pensions over the next
few years to about !,200 dollars per month and to
award retirees with any increases that come thereafter
if they leave the company during the run of this
contract. No indication was given, however, of what
percentage of the work force is eligible or retirement or
to what extent GM hopes to reduce its workforce with
this incentive program,

At the time of this writing, several other key issues
remain unaddressed. One of Ephlin’s major goals was
the continuation of the profit-sharing program that
arose from the UAW’s wage concessions during the
depression. His rationale was that such a plan increases
worker pay during profitable years for the industry
and, at least as importantly, cuts the automaker’s wage
outlay during bad years. Another possible benefit of
the program would be the workers’ vested interest in
keeping the company profitable, thereby making them
more apt to cooperate with, or even initiate, measures
to improve productivity and cut costs.

Health care costs to automakers have skyrocketed
during recent years, contributing between 700 and
1,500 dollars to the cost of each US-built automobile.
Proposals to deal with the problem include hefty
deductables to minimize unnecessary visits to the
doctor and clamping down on unscrupulous physicians
who induce workers into visits with the promise of a
paid "holiday" and a "free" foot examination, spinal
"alignment," or what have you. The burden of health
care costs in the future promise to be very heavy; the
elimination of extraneous visits and a shift of more of
the cost to the individual are seen as vital steps to
keeping the problem in check.

Cheap labor costs abroad promise to force radical
change on the domestic automobile industry,
constituting no less than a new industrial revolution.
Taken with the increase in automation in the
manufacturing process, the UAW will have its hands
full easing current workers through the inevitable
decline in industry employment, much less keeping
rolls anywhere near their current level. The new
contract moves in the right direction, but it is not bold
enough to cope with the employment shakeout that
looms on the horizon. Current UAW leadership,
under the presidency ofOwen Bieber, clearly lacks the
ability to institute the right kind of change quickly
enough. At risk stands not only the UAW, but millions
of American jobs.

Donald Ephlin’s ability to survive political scandal
and push through a workable contract in the face of
such emotionally-charged issue as executive bonuses
and Japan’s voluntary import restraints indicates that
he is the most likely UAW leader to take the bold steps
necessary to guide labor throuh the coming storm.
What remains to be seen is whether or not he, or
someone like him, can take the presidency. And if he
can make it in time.

Thomas Rankin is a senior at UCSD.
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Letters

Dear People of the California Review:
Since I have started receiving the California Review I

started reading it and loving it. You people are awfully
clear thinking.

I thought you might enjoy a transcript of a recent
debate l had with Lester Thurow.

Congratulations.
Sincerely,

Arthur B. Laffer
Charles B. Thornton Professor

of Business Economics
University of Southern California

Dear Mr. Crocker:
The grossly unfair treatment accorded the California

Review by U.C.S.D. greatly disturbs me. The San
Diego Union editorial you forwarded to my office,
besides informing me of the nature of this problem,
makes clear that action must be taken.

Although my law practice is bustling, my associates
and ! wish to offer our services to you and the CR for
the purpose of challenging in federal district court the
constitutionality of the unequal treatment your publi-
cation has received from U.C.S.D. Becuase of the
understandably fragile financial footing of the CR,
these legal services would be provided on a pro bono
basis.

There are many reasons my office desires to assist
CR, including the importance of enforcing valuable
constitutional rights, the need to support a publication
with conservative views, and the desire to put these
damn liberoids on the defensive.

If you and your associates are interested in pursuing
equal protection, First Amendment and Section 1983
(Title 42)claim against U.C.S.D. in the United States
District Court for the Southern District of California,
please contact my office so we can discuss strategy and
get the ball rolling.

Please take care.
Very truly yours,

CHARLES E. PURDY IV
Attorney at Law
San Diego

Dear Brandon,
I believe in what you’re trying to do. Keep at it.

Sincerely,

Penny
(The Honorable Clarence
M. Pendleton, Jr.)

Chairman, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights
La Jolla

Dear. Mr. Crocker,
As a scientist and American citizen ! am pleased to

support ~,our California Review.
As a child my family took me to Switzerland to

escape the Nazis. Switzerland did not like to have
refugees but at least they gave me a home. !
subsequently attended college and graduate school in
the United States. The proudest time of my life was the
day I became an American citizen. This country is the
best nation in the whole world and even though it has
its faults and sometimes makes some mistakes it is still
basically for freedom and justice. I cannot tolerate
those who would falsely accuse this country and try to
demean its heritage. That is why I am basically
conservative.

To me communism and socialism are ideological
systems which not only do not work nor fulfill their
promises but actively seek to expand totalitarian
power over the human mind and to destroy the human
soul.

I trust that your newspaper is actively taking legal
measures to gain support from the University which
supports other newspapers there. Surely the students
of liberal persuasion who must always express their
abhorance of intolerance must also see that a double
standard of censorship cannot prevail. All views must
be aired in fairness. That is the American way.

Sincerely yours,

R.A. Reisfeld Ph.D.
(Dept. of Molecular
Immunology-Scripps Clinic
and Research Foundation)
La Jolla

Gentlemen:
Although we have moved to Washington, 1 shall

look forward to each issue of California Review.
"Intelligent conservative commentary" transcends all
geographical boundries.

Sincerely,

Mary Alice Miller
Vancouver, Washington

Dear Mr. Crocker:
As a university professor in the same state although

not the same system as UCSD, I share fully your
concerns over the odd lettish leanings of the faculty in
the UC system. It has puzzled me for a long, long time
that these who should of all men be most aware of the
tremendous benefits of the capitalist system are so
adamantly opposed to it! Why? Who can tell. Maybe a
virus??

Keep it up. We do need you and CR. My best to all
of you who labor there to our profit.

Cordially,

William S. Penn, Jr.
Mountain View, California
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A conservative journal is a terrible thing
to waste. Give to the California Review, a
not-for-profit organization. All contribu-
tions are tax-deductible.
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¯ In China, three soliders being photographed in front
of the dramatic scene of an onrushing train were run
over and killed when they ignored the.train’s whistle.

¯ And in France, it has been decided that a man who
has kept his dead wife in a freezer for several months is
not breaking the law.

¯ Two lawyers in Chicago attempted to settle a
"friendly argument" about the Olympics by racing
down the hallway of their law firm. One of the men,
who had poor eyesight, ran through a glass window
and plunged 39 floors to his death.

¯ In England, Mrs. Kathleen Edwards, who died in
May, stated in her will, "1 would like my funeral car to
stop outside the Plough public house, Norwood
Green, so my husband can have his usual pint I will
wait as I have always waited."

¯ GANDHI WORSHIPERS TAKE NOTE: A
bicyclist protesting motor traffic in Zurich by sitting
on his bicycle in the middle of a busy street was run
down and badly injured.

¯ ! n Khartoum, a convicted thief was hanged in public
and left on display for 30 minutes. A planned
crucifiction of the body was abandoned because the
necessary equipment was not available. The festivities
continued, however, when two more convicted thieves
had their hands cut off.

In Review
¯ The Soviet Union has castigated singer Michael
Jackson, accusing him of "having plastic surgery in
order to look more like the white men who are his true
masters and in order to make a profit and be a full
member of the consumer society." A Soviet official
who viewed Jackson’s video "The Thriller"said, "This
film is really fascist because it forces you to appreciate
it like a drug. You were all sitting around obsessed
with it--you couldn’t even talk to each other."

¯ A Gambian visiting Belgium this summer was
thrown in jail when, after being asked by a customs
official if he had anything to declare, he replied, "Yes,
55 Ibs. of cannabis."

¯ An enterprising Belgian businessman has invented a
prayer carpet fitted with a compass to show its user the
direction of Mecca.

¯ Officials in Communist China have declared that
mothers belong in the home with young children so
that unemployed youths will have more employment
opportunities.

¯ According to Democratic presidential nominee
Walter Mondale, the definition of "rich" is anyone
who is not on welfare.

¯ During the past summer, Students Against
Reaganism (STAR) came together at U.C. Berkeley;
declaring that as responsible students (ha) they must
do everything possible to ensure Reagan is defeated in
November. Finally, they decided to sign aboard the
Democrat’s U.S.S. "Titantic," skippered by Captain
Fritz Mondale and his first mate Gerry Ferraro.
Bon-voyage?

¯ A report by Planned Parenthood says that the
numbers of abortions, for the first time since its
legalization in 1973, dropped in 1982. The 1982 total
was a mere 1,573,900 abortions--down from 1,577,300
abortions in 1981.

¯ Two members of the State Parliament of New South
Wales in Australia are making a 28-day government
financed tour of brothels in Europe and Asia to study
how other nations regulate prostitution. Gee, they
could save a lot of money by just going to Washington.

¯ in Kenya, government officials are pleading with
Masai tribesmen not to dispose of human bodies in the
brush, where they are eaten by wild animals.

¯ And Upper Volta is changing its name to Bourkina
Fasso (Meaning Country of Incorruptible Men). But
what about the women?

¯ Male voters in Liechtenstien, overcoming their
concern about the corruptibility of their women, by a
narrow margin, have decided to give women the vote.

¯ The showing of video tapes on buses in Turkey has
been banned after 17 people died in an accident caused
when a bus driver tried to censor a love scene while he
was driving.

¯ In an effort to control its pigeon population, Venice
is feeding its pigeons food containing contraceptive
chemicah, it has also issued warnings against eating
the birds because of possible undesirable slug effects.

¯ Soviet President Konstantin Chernenko has called
on the United States to make "concrete deeds, not
words," towards lessening U.S./Soviet tensions. The
Soviets have already done their part by invading
Afghanistan, using chemical warfare in Afghanistan
and Southeast Asia, shooting down a civilian airliner
and beating up U.S. diplomats in Leningrad.

¯ And Speaker of the House, Thomas P. "Tip"O’Neill
said of President Reagan at the Democratic National
Convention: "The evil is in the White House at the
present time...He’s cold. He’s mean. He’s got ice water
for blood." Well, at least he knows it is irresponsible
and unfair to call the Soviet Union an "evil empire."

¯ The Governor of Toledo province in Spain has fined
a small Spanish town for disobeying an edict which
forbids the ceremonial beheading of geese.

¯ Herman Baca, chairman of the Committee on
Chicano Rights, commented in June that the Supreme
Court’s upholding of the seniority system "proves the
folly of depending on a government that is controlled
by reactionaries and racists." Baca believes that race
should be considered when deciding who should be
fired.

¯ The saber-rattling Vatican has sworn in 23 new
Swiss Guards--increasing its military might by 30
percent.

¯ Last June CR’s C. Brandon Crocker caught a
member of the cooperative Groundwork Books red-
handed trying to trash a stack of California Reviews in
Central Library. The members of Groundwork Books,
who deem themselves "anti-profit" don’t seem to be
too hot about the idea of freedom of speech either.

¯ Managing editor of the Guardian, James Ralph
Papp, stated this month in a letter to The San Diego
Union that pensions "are human rights." By logical
extension, JRP must also believe that an employer
who fires an employee is violating that employee’s
"human rights." In the same letter, the luminous Mr.
Papp proclaimed, "like all of nature’s laws, man can
put it to his own use, and break it when he wishes."
Well, if Mr. Papp can break and use as he wishes all
the laws of nature, he will have no trouble getting
employed (one of his human rights) after graduation.

¯ To close on a happy note, a new born baby that was
accidently thrown out with the dirty linen of a New
Zealand hospital was recovered, suffering no injuries.
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An Indispensible
Book

The Conservative Intellectual
Movement in America, Since 1945

by George Nash Basic Books New edition by Harper
T~rchbooks.

By Dr. G. James Jason

Conservative thought is undergoing explosive growth
on American campuses today, as witnessed by the
increasing number (now over fifty) conservative campus
newspapers. A talented group of young, new
conservative writers is beginning to make itself felt.
These writers bring their generation’s own insights and
perspectives to the traditional liberal/conservative
debate. In particular, of course, the social changes of
the sixties (e.g., sexual revolution, feminism) along

with Vietnam, Watergate, and the calamitous Carter
presidency, play the same role for this new generation
of conservative intellectuals that the Hiss case, the
Hungarian uprising, the Cuban revolution and its
aftermath played for the post-WWII conservative
thinkers.

But for a movement to advance, the lessons of the
past must be assimilated. The avant-garde, so to
speak, ought to study the history of the movement,
with an eye to seeing what to emulate and what to
avoid. This maxim certainly applies to the conservative
movement: young conservatives ought to know the
rich and varied history of American conservative
thought, especially the post-WWll developments.

George Nash has written a book which surveys well
and accurately the history of modern conservative
thought. He discusses all of the central figures:
Friedrich H ayek, Ludwig yon Mises, Frank Chodorov,
Henry Hazlitt, Leonard Read, Richard Weaver, Leo
Strauss, John Chamberlain, Peter Vierek, Russell
Kirk, Francis Wilson, Thomas Molnar, James
Burnham, Whittaker Chambers, Ralph de Toledano,
Will Herberg, William Rusher, William F. Buckley,
Frank Meyer, and many others. Thus his book serves

as a handy reference guide to the views of virtually all
of the present day influential conservative writers.
More impressively, Nash presents the evolution of
conservative thought as centering around the tension
between two disparate paradigms: the libertarian
point of view (which emphasizes personal freedom and
self-rule), and the traditionalist point of view (which
emphasizes the limitations of the individual in compar-
ison with tradition).

This thesis is certainly a good first-order approxima-
tion, and does explain much of the twists and turns in
conservative theory. But one suspects that the "two-
paradigm" approach is too simplistic. There seems to
be at least six distinct strains of conservative theory:
libertarian, religious, anti-communist, populist, tradi-
tionalist, and aristocratic. A fully adequate analysis
should be detailed enough to pick apart these various
strands. However, Nash’s analysis is fine-grained
enough to enable him to do an excellent survey of
territory too long unknown to too many people. For
this he should be thanked.

G. James Jason is Professor of Philosophy at Washburn
University.
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CAPITALIST PIG

B
usinessmen are crooksl This
expression has been used to
describe men who have
grown wealthy through their

business dealings. The reasoning
goes that, "since businessmen are
only interested in making a profit,"
they are greedy money grubbers
who exploit the poor and the help-
less.
Let’s examine this accusation by
considering the success of one such
capitalist pig, Henry Ford.
Henry Ford’s genius and determina-
tion made him a very wealthy man.
But before he made his first penny,
Ford went deeply into debt to fi-
nance an extremely risky venture.
And in order to make a profit, he first
had to provide a product that the
buying public wanted and could af-
ford. Ford’s wealth, then, should be
viewed as a measure of how well he
satisfied the needs of others.
Of course, Ford’s success
enabled him, in turn, to
offer high-paying jobs
to thousands of peo-
ple, many of whom
were previously

TAXES:
Provide schools, roocls.
national defense, welfare
benefits, and other public
services

poorly paid or even unemployed.

Furthermore, It wasn’t just Ford’s own
employees who benefited from his
"better idea." Countless jobs were
created as other companies grew to
supply the auto industry. Ford or-
dered steel from Pittsburgh, rubber
from Akron, and the demand for pe-
troleum skyrocketed.

The promise of employment and the
chance to get ahead drew people
like a magnet from around the
globe. Bigger paychecks in the
hands of more consumers bought
homes, clothing, and groceries on
an unprecedented scale. And
schools, museums, libraries, sympho-
nies, and athletic teams flourished.
All this happened not so much be-
cause Henry Ford (and others like
him’) loved humanity, but because he
wanted to make a profit. In order to

do so, the discipline of Capi-
talism dictated that he first
satisfy the needs of others,

much as religion has im-
posed similar rules upon

those who hope to "profit"
in the hereafter.

WAGES AND BENEFITS
TO EMPLOYEES:

Employees, in turn, spend
money on goods and

services in other sectors of
the economy

MATERIALS AND
SERVICES:
Payments to suppliers who,
in turn, pay thelr employees

CHARITY

PROFITS:
¯ Dividends to

shareholders
¯ Salaries to owners
¯ Reinvestment in

company

DEPRECIATION

CAPITALIST PIG

For further information regarding the
availability of a full series of these short,
informative essays, contact M r. G. Scot Hasted,
Room C. Hillsdale College, Hillsdale, M 149242.
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Rhetoric

Reality
By Kathleen Rexrode

Building a prosperous America in a changing world:
that is the Democratic economic agenda for the future.
The goals of the Democratic economic policy are
sustainable, balanced, long-term economic growth, a
high employment economy with jobs for all who seek
work, raising living standards and expanded opportun-
ities for all of our citizens, and price stability that
enables consumers, investors, and businessmen and
women to plan for the future with confidence.

The Democratic Platform attacks the Reagan
Administration’s supplyside tax reforms by stating,
"Mr. Reagan’s tax reforms were a bonanza for the very
wealthy, and a disaster for the poor and middle-class
Americans." When Democrats criticize supply side tax
cuts as unfair to the poor but then fail to recognize the
gains against inflation, they should remember President
Carter’s statement: "for all of us, but especially the
most disadvantaged among us, inflation is indeed the
most cruel tax of all." Real family take-home pay
would have fallen sharply under a continued policy of
taxes and inflation, instead it has risen in real terms, in
1984 the average family’s real income increased $4,000.
Tax reforms mean a $2,000 tax break for the second
wage earner; a break for the average, not the rich.
President Reagan’s policy of tax indexing will end the
dishonest practice of increasing taxes without a
Congressional vote, as taxpayers have been forced
into higher tax brackets by inflation.

The platform states, that, "Reaganomics is based on
the theory that tax relief will turn directly into higher
productivity. In practice, the theory failed because it
did not take into account the diversity within our
economy." It is a perspicuous fact that Reaganomics
has indeed remedied our previously ailing economy.
Inflation is currently very low (approximately 3%),
our nation’s number of employed is at its highest level
ever, the National Misery Index is down, and
furthermore, productivity is up 3.1% since 1980. For
small businesses and Fortune 500 corporations alike,
supply side policies have been prodigiously beneficial.
Lower interest rates facilitate borrowing funds for
reinvestment and expansion in small business. Profits
in the auto industry have increased 64% from last year.
Investors have shown confidence in the business
climate. Venture capital rose $4 billion, which is 4
times higher than in 1980. "It’s a little like the first mate
on the Titanic criticizing someone for going for a
lifeboat,"says John Glenn on the criticism of Reagano-
mics.

The supply side tax reductions introduced by
President Reagan have not been unfair and have
brought our nation out of a deep recession into one of
the strongest recoveries ever, restoring America to its
original ideology of the land of prosperity and
opportunity.

Kathleen Rexrode is a senior at UCSD.
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Rabbi Meir Kahane: Biting the Hand that Feeds

By James D. Spounias
Rabbi Meir Kahane, who was recently elected to the

Knesset (Israeli Parliament) under his "Kach" parties
platform to "expel" nearly 2 million of Israel’s and its
neighboring communities non-Jew inhabitants, is a
destructive force to Israel and the United States.
Having achieved a mere 1.2 percent of Israels
proportional vote, Rabbi Kahane obtained one seat in
the Knesset and immediately began to be a nuisance by
interrupting the "swearing in process" to insert his own
brand of "religious" oaths above the required civil
oath.

Rabbi Kahane, known in America as being the
founder and the spiritual head of the militant Jewish

democracy. Zionism gives the Jews all the rights, it
gives none to non-Jews," says Rabbi Kahane.

With this racist ideology in mind, it is no surprise
that Rabbi Kahane’s proposals for dealing with the
existing non-Jew (mainly Arab) settlers should be less
appalling than his other views. Rabbi Kahane offers
two options for the Arab residents of Israel, specifically
"Galilee, Judea¯ Jeruselum, Samaria, Goza, Golan,
and southern Lebanon."

Firstly, according to Rabbi Kahane, all Arabs must
be "expelled" from Israel by two means; I. like when
the Poles and Czechs drove out 12 million Germans
after WW! !, or 2. by death. Rabbi Kahane uttered. "In

minority of Palestinian residents in Israel, setting the
small village of Um AI Fahm, which is 40 miles
northeast of Tel Aviv and holds 26,000 people, as their
first target. Of course, the village leader warned Rabbi
Kahane that his village would defend itself against the
band of terrorists, and to this Rabbi Kahane responded:
"’this disgusting dog [the village leader] will not tell us
what to do..." Supporters cheered Rabbi Kahane and
chanted: "Arabs as slaves." Rabbi Kahane added, "’l
am sure there are many people who would be eager to
leave Um A! Fahm and go to Canada or Los Angeles.
if they go willingly, we will help them get visas."

In response to Rabbi Kahane’s morally henious
"leave-your-land-in-lsrael-or-face-my-armed-men"
plan 5000 Jews and Arabs banded together to protest
Rabbi Kahane and his followers. The Chicago Tribune
reported, "In an unprecendented move. a group o1
conservative rabbis spent the Sabbath night before the
march in this Arab village (Urn AI Fahm), where they
were fed Kosher food."

A local social worker, Khalifa Aly, has no desire to
flee his homeland, he said: "It [the demonstration
against Rabbi Kahane] was good for us because it
makes us feel less alone... Kahane is bad not only for
the Arabs, but also for the Jews. He makes them look
evil."

Rabbi Meir Kahane remains an anathema to Jews,
Palestinians, and American taxpayers, who support
Israeli democracy, rather than Rabbi Kahane contrived
theocracy. Using generations of "Jewish suffering"
most notably the holocaust as his armour, Rabbi
Kahane maligns those who a~sagree wlm him b x’
calling them "Nazis,""Antisemites." and "Jew-haters."

If America is to support a democratic Israel, wc
Americans must ardently oppose Rabbi Kahane and
his efforts to destroy Israeli democracy before this
corrupt seed germinates and turns Israel into a
reprobate Rabbi Kahane ruled theocracy-- which
would destroy Israel.

James D. Spounias is a junior at UCSD.

Defense League, is a native New Yorker, whose United
States citizenship is being reviewed for possible
forfeiture by the State Department (Israel and the
United States allow their citizens to maintain
dual citizenship").

The State Department is "looking into the matter"
of Rabbi Kahane’s U.S. citizenship and rightly so.
Rabbi Kahane has established a clear record of blatant
racism toward non-Jews, and his political interests are
vehemently opposed to Israel’s democratic process-
which the United States supports by gifts of more than
8 billion dollars a year in economic and military
support.

Rabbi Kahane commutes from Israel to the United
States to urge American Jews to leave America and
flock to Israel. in an interview in the French Magazine
Le V/f, Rabbi Kahane uses a highly emotional does of
dear to attract his potential converts.

When speaking of Jews in America, Rabbi Kahane
said in Le V~ "America is a very violent country. As
long as the man in the street has his pocket and his
belly full he will hate the Jews in silence. But when
there is no more money, no more work, when the
economic crisis will have reached its peak, he will
behave worse than the Nazis. That’s why I tell Jews:
’Flee while you still have the time and the means.’"

After being asked "would you buy back European
Jews?" Rabbi Kahane replied, "Yes. I pray for the day
when there will be governments in Europe who will
kick Jews out. It will be beneficial as much for them as
it would be for us. The Jews will never leave without
being kicked out... You see I am a Jew and I love Jews
but it is not always easy. I only want what is good for
them but they are like children. They don’t know
what’s good for them."

Rabbi Kahane admittedly contends to destroy
democracy in Israel and create a theocratically ruled
Israel based upon his definition of Zionism. "1 defend
an ideology and a conception of the world which is
against that of the Western World. Zionism and
democracy do not go together. Zionism contradicts

any event if ! were prime minister no Arab would be
killed for the good reason that there would be no
Arabs in Israel."

Secondly, Rabbi Kahane brings forth Jewish Law-
the Halakah- for justifying that Arabs or non-Jews
who reside in Israel must live under slavery. Citing
Jewish Law, Rabbi Kahane states, "the Halakah
precludes non-Jews from acquiring Israeli citizenship.
The Halakah only recognizes the status of ’resident
aliens’ for non-Jews. If they still want to live in Israel
they must accept two conditions: pay taxes and live in
slavery. I am not saying this myself. It is written in the
Torah and the Talmud. Any rabbi will tell you this is
right even if they don’t say it openly."

When asked if he hated Arabs, Rabbi Kahane
replied, "Not at all. i have never lived among Arabs. I
have lived among Irish and Italians and I hate them..."

On August 26, 1984 supporters of Rabbi Kahane’s
Kach Party harassed three members of the Knesset
and assaulted one K nesset representative for attempting
to enter a prison near Tel Aviv where the lawmakers
sought to investigate allegations of preferential
treatment of Jewish terrorist prisoners.

While Rabbi Kahane was absent from this demon-
stration against his fellow legislators, his followers
tormented the three Knesset members with punches
and jeers like "We will take care of you just like we will
the Arabs. You are traitors and PLO (Palestine
Liberation Organization) lovers!"

Rabbi Kahane’s disciples fervently attempt to stifle
any peacemaking efforts made by Israeli Officials with
heckling and violence. Concerning the August 26
matter, Rabbi Kahane’s spokesman said,"[the Knesset
Members] came to harass the freedom fighters from
Judea and Samaria [Biblical names for the Israeli-
occupied West Bank of the Jordan River]." The
Knesset members were not allowed to enter the prison
because of bureaucratic reasons.

Recently, Rabbi Kahane nd his armed followers set
out to enact their plan to physically remove the small
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Federal Aid and Education

By Brandon Crocker
American elementary and secondary schools have

been receiving heavy criticism for the decline in
student achievement over the past 20 years. But what
must be done in order to improve our schools? Walter
Mondale and organizations such as the National
Education Association say the answer is a massive
increase in federal aid. The evidence concerning
America’s educational decline, however, suggests that
more federal aid will not solve the problem.

Total government spending on elementary and
secondary education for Fiscal Year 1984 will equal
almost 4 percent of the Gross National Product. This
compares to 2.9 percent in Japan, 2.8 percent in West
Germany and 2.3 percent in England and France.
Adjusted for inflation, U.S. expenditures per pupil in
1980 were 260 percent the amount spent in 1950.
During the recent period of declining SAT scores,
1963 to 1983, expenditures per student, adjusted for
inflation, increased 70 percent. With such enormous
increases in spending per pupil the problem with
American elementary and secondary education does
not appear to be a lack of money.

Certainly there are poor school districts throughout
the country. But, as President Reagan stated not long
ago, facilities are not nearly as important as the human
factor. Having a computer in the classroom is meaning-
less if the students cannot read. And. with students in
1963 scoring an average of 34 points higher in math

and 53 points higher in verbal on the SAT than
students in 1983, computers and high cost gimmicks
are obviously not necessary to teach children to read
and think. Just ask Marva Collins whose students at
Westside Preparatory in Chicago are outperforming
students from much wealthier schools. More federal

money is not needed to bring discipline, parent
involvement, and high quality curriculum and text
books back into our public schools.

But increased aid to education has not just failed to
stop our educational decline--it appears to be
contributing to it. Increased aid seems to be highly
correlated with SAT scores--negatively correlated.
]+his can be explained by the fact that along with
increased federal aid comes increased central control
of American schools. Power has been sliding away
from local school boards and parents and has been
accumulated by far-off bureaucrats. This increased
centralization has also increased the effect on our
schools of special interests such as the National
Education Association. In 1972 the NFA called for
deemphasis of +’the so-called ’basic skills’ "’ and stated
that schools should become" ’clinics’ whose purpose is
to provide individualized psychosocial ’treatment’ for
the student, thus increasing his value both to himself
and to society." Unfortunately, with the aid of more
centralized policy making, the NEA was able to push
much of its philosophy on our public schools.

Of course the NEA supports Walter Mondale and
his plan for massive increases in federal spending on,
and presence in, education. But the history of the past
20 years clearly shows that increased federal aid is not
the solution to lower student achievement.

C. Brandon Crocker is a senior at UCSD.

The Conservative Revolution The Rise of the Right
By William A. Rusher
Morrow & Co., 328 pp. $15.95

by C.G. Alario
Three cheers for Mr. Rusher! As a front-row

observer, occasional participant, he unfolds a
compelling and detailed account of the rise of the
modern American conservative movement. Determined
to avenge AIf Landon’s embarrassing defeat to FDR
in 1936, young Bill Rusher passionately undertakes
the task to even the score with the liberals. The book is
basically chronological, briefly introducing Mr. Rusher
and some influential events that have left a lasting
impact on him, continuing with the movement’s
inception in the early 1950’s-up until the present
Reagan administration and beyond.

in the early 1950s, according to Rusher, there was
no conservative movement. The liberal establishment
had firmly integrated itself into the fabric of American
society. Since FDR and the New Deal, the liberals
have enjoyed an unchallenged dominant role in our
political system. They controlled the major institutions
responsible for influencing social thought, the media,
academia and the publishing houses. The liberals had
a near monopoly on the lines of communication. I
would have to question these particular assertions by
Mr. Rusher. Though conservatism had fallen on some
hard times, 1 believe the picture Mr. Rusher has
painted is a misrepresentation. Nonetheless, I do agree
with his base point; the liberals had tyrannized the
means to communicate ideas. Conservative intellectual
thought existed, however, communication among
these wrestless conservatives was limited.

By 1955, starting from just about scratch, Mr.
R usher ana other dedicated conservatives, such as Bill
Buckley, had launched their crusade against the
liberals. The rise of conservatism, Rusher inters, is
directly related to the increasing public discontlmt
with the shortcomings of twentieth-century liberalism.
Rusher and company would pose no real threat t’o the
liberal establishment until the Goldwater nomination
in 1964. In any event, they were mounting the first
challenge to the near total power of the liberals.

The first issue of the National Review rolled off the
press in November, 1955. "Best remembered for its
’Publisher’s Statement’," Rusher recalls, "in which
Buckley flung down the gauntlet_At quite simply
declared war on ’the Liberals’ who run this country."
The liberal critics expectantly responded; declaring
that a conservative journal of opinion has long been
overdue, but the National Review was not it. The
liberal rejoinder did not deviate from their antagonistic
opposition to any type of encroachment to their near
monopoly on influencing opinion in America. In

Rusher’s eyes as well as many others, the National
Review was undoubtably a centerpiece to the develop-
ment of American conservatism. I wholeheartedly
agree.

Mr. Rusher’s contempt for the liberal establishment
is clearly visible throughout the book. From his
displeasure springs forth a continuous and dominating
theme: "[An] American conservative majority is
comprised of economic and social components and
will produce political victory only when both
components are appealed to successfully." 1 find Mr.
Rusher argues a convincing case, not to be dismissed
as conservative rhetoric. Liberalism’s exhausted
idealism had worn itself out. The triumphal days
under FDR and the New Deal was but another chapter
in American history. It became evident, Rusher points
out, that the New Deal amounted conclusively to be a
failure in the long-term appraisal. Government had
become too centralized and overextended in
Washington; threatening the private sector, the
majority of Americans had grown tired of the liberals
wreckless policies. There were still those who blindly
clung to their ill-fated idealism, Rusher insists, but, in
the wings, waiting, was a growing anti-liberal coalition.

Rusher describes the emerging anti-liberal coalition
as the "new majority" in American politics. It consists
of economic and social conservatives, reaching beyond
party lines. In Rusher’s 1975 book, The Making of the
New Majority Party, he plays with the idea of forming
a third party to unite the different components of
conservatism under one banner. Again, in The Rise of
the Right, he stresses the necessity to solidify the
common opposition to the liberals. The East coast
elites are no longer a required ingredient in the
formula for political victory. Mr. Rusher has restated
the somewhat recent discovery that the political power
base has shifted from the predominately liberal East to
the solid conservative West and Southwest.

By 1980, conservatism had overwhelmed the Repub-
lican party--the inherent heirs to the "new majority."
Reagan’s victory over Carter symbolized the dramatic
triumph of conservatism. Those involved with the
movement, some for more than twenty-five years,
savored the sweet revenge, particularly Mr. Rusher.
Why not? Overall, the movement is a success with a
promising future. However, Rusher is quick to assert
that the struggle is far from over. Indeed, conservatives
have made inroads into big media, Rusher admits, but
the struggle must continue. The final outpost, academe,
is the greatest institution to be won by the conservative

forces. Conservatism, specifically economic, is on the
rise at my campus. I strongly agree with Mr. Rusher’s
view that it is unfair for myself and other students to
sacrifice our beliefs and ideas to accommodate some
professors’ indisputable conclusions.

The book does not pretend to discuss every aspect of
the movement. Rusher acknowledges, even apologizes,
that no one individual is capable of witnessing
everything that has occured over the past twenty-five
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years. Nevertheless, I again congratulate Mr. Rusher
for his in-depth and personal eyewitness account of the
major events that have turned our political system
right side up. I do have one piece of criticism. His
personal attack on Nixon is unjustified and un-
necessary. No man has a monopoly’on virtue and
truth, not even a conservative. As the conservative
revolution rolls along, maybe, one day, twentieth-
century liberalism will be restored to its proper role in
society and politics--the role of opposition.

C.G. Alario is a senior at UCSI).



California Review Interviews Joseph Sobran

Joseph Sobran is an editor of National Review, a
syndicated columnist with the Universal Press
Syndicate and a contributor to such pubfications as
The Human Life Review, andThe American Spectator.
He is also author of a book, Single issues. Known for
his wit and charm, Mr. Sobran is a popular guest on
shows such as Firing Line. Recently Mr. Sobran
graciously took time to talk with the editors of
California Review.

CR: Is pornography a cancer whose metastasizing
energies are eating away at our vital national gravitas?

SOBRAN: Well, that’s one way to put it. It’s bad stuff.
It has terrible effects in the long run. it destroys
morale, it corrodes our respect for each other. Our
tolerence of it is insulting to women and not highly
complimentary for men. So I think your metaphor is
apt.

CR: Does punk rock represent the nadir of popular
culture in American history?

SOBRAN: No.

CR: What does’?

SOBRAN: I don’t know. I don’t think it’s punk rock.
You’ve mentioned pornography. I just don’t know
enough about it. i shouldn’t even say no. But, from the
little I know about it, I wouldn’t describe it as
wholesome. On the other hand, i think there are worse
things.

CR: Why has homosexuality grown into a popular
sub-culture?

SOBRAN: 1 don’t know how popular it is. It has
become very aggressive and people are afraid to
contradict its claims.

CR: Will abortion-on-demand remain a part of the
American landscape in the forseeable future?

SOBRAN: I don’t think so. In Ronald Reagan’s
second term it will be very likely he will be able to
change the makeup of the Supreme Court decisively.
And in that case we may get a restoration of the
original constitutional system. You know, for two
hundred years nobody doubted that thc laws against
abortion were constitutional. It would be plausable to
argue that the majority was never right for two
hundred years, but there should have been a minority
somewhere that was right. And nobody, as far as i
know, ever brought a constitutional argument against
abortion laws even if they were against abortion
laws until about the 1960s. So this suggests that the
Court imposed a novelty and was not merely doing
what it claimed to do, namely preserving the continuity
of our system, but disrupting the continuity of our
system. The Constitution is supposed to represent a
fundamental abiding concensus of the people superior
to a majority. But instead the Court imposed the will
of a contemporary minority on the whole country and
put a constitutional ban on the democratic process in
regards to abortion.

CR: Is abortion just a "womelC’s ri[~llts’:issue?

SOBRAN: No, of course not. There’s a child involved
which is, half the time, female. So it’s silly to talk that
way.

"CR: Do you think Presi-
dent Reagan will be hurt
by feminists in Novem-
ber?

CR: How about Gary Hart. Has he put new life in the
Democratic Party?

SOBRAN: Well, he did for two weeks.

CR: Do you see him as a threat to the Republican
Party in the future?

SOBRAN: Not unless he joins it.

CR: Is Geraldine Ferraro going to help or hurt
Mondale in November?

dependent on the State for their livelihood and that it’s
alright to vote yourself money. John Stuart Mill, in his
book On Representative Government, says anyone
who receives money from the state ought to be
deprived of the vote. Otherwise, he says, you’re giving
people the right to plunder their neighbors. The
modern situation in which you can offer some people
the wealth of others to induce them to vote for you is
exactly the kind of corruption Mill had in mind.
Fxcept now it is no longer even recognized as

"The Democrats have
been trying to build coal-

CR: Do you think President Reagan will be hurt by
feminists in November?

SOBRAN: Physically,
perhaps." SOBRAN:You’reaskingmeifit’slikelyonemillstoneitions without any real

willdraganothermillstonetothebottomoftheocean,coherence. So they have
I understand she recently told a reported that it wasn’t
her fault they were so far behind inthe polls, but the

iple hifault oftheticket. Sincethere’sonlyoneotherperson no princ on w ch to
on the ticket, this suggests an interesting topic for

ejanother Autumndebate. r ect little groups that
....... want to join. ""

SOBRAN: Physically, perhaps. I can’t see any other
way. I think they’re helping him. They’re the ideal
enemies. The people who strike most Americans as
being bizzare, or viilanous, or fanatic or so forth, all
seem to he ganging up on Ronald Reagan. If only he
had some normal enemies, it might hurt him. Instead
he’s attracted the hatred of a broad coalition of
weirdos.

CR: Does Reagan pose any threat to the separation of
Church and State?

SOBRAN: None whatever. Would you like me to
elaborate?

"’The Supreme Court has
become adroit in finding
meanings in the Con-
stitution that seem to have
no bearing on its words. ""

corruption. It’s accepted as business as usual. Nobody
would think of calling it scandlous anymore. And of
course, you’d be called all sorts of names if you
proposed what Mill proposed--the disinfranchisement
of those who received government benefits. I think he’s
absolutely right, myself.

CR: Do you see any hope for tax reform in the near
future?

CR: Yes. please.

SOBRAN: The idea of separation of Church and State
is that the sacred and secular realms should be kept
distinct. Reagan doesn’t threaten that at all. Separation
of Church and State doesn’t mean that they never
interact. The Constitution says, "Congress shall make
no law respecting the establishment of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof." That’s an
inhibition on Congress. The President can’t mess with
it. Neither can the churches. Only congressional
legislation can do that. That’s, of course, not what the
Supreme Court says the Constitution means, I’m only
telling you what it says. The Court has become adroit
in finding meanings that seem to have no bearing on its
words.

CR: Does ,Jesse Jackson represent a growing or a
moldering force in Democratic politics’?

SOBRAN: I’m not sure. I think he represents sort of a
cancer on the Democratic Party, and it may be a
spreading cancer. It’s sort of minority, populist, racial
leftism. And there’s a certain constituency for that. It’s
an embarrassment to the Democratic Party. It wouldn’t
be as serious a problem except for the fact that the
Democratic P.arty now has no resistance to that sort of
thing. They’ve been trying to build coalitions without
any real coherence. So they have no principle on which
to reject little groups that want to join. One such
group, in a way, was the People’s Temple in San
Francisco which was lead by the Reverend Jim Jones
and which was transplanted to a place called Jonestown
in Guyana. ! don’t have to tell you how that came out.
But Walter Mondale was among the enthusiasts of the
People’s Temple when it was in San Francisco. ! don’t
mean to blame him at all for what happened in
Jonestown, I just mean he didn’t know a fanatic when
he saw one.

CR: Who’s the sleeziest of them all: The Republican
Party, The Democratic Party, or the Fourth Estate?

SOBRAN: Ha, ha, ha. It’s hard to say. We all have
friends we don’t always write home about, especially if
we live in Washington. I really do hate to say, but since
you force me, I’ll say the Democrats. There’s an
incredible amount of corruption as witnessed in the
many convictions of Congressmen in the last few
years-most of them Democrats. What’s most telling
of all is that the rest of the Congress has been so
reluctant to censure them. This suggests that there are
a lot of skeletons in a lot of closets. The Democratic
ticket this year has its share of problems. You notice
M ondale has been carefully avoiding the sleeze question
for several weeks now, although he was saying a few
months ago he was going to make it a major issue of
the campaign. He can thank Geraldine Ferraro for
that.

CR: If Rcagan is re-elected do you think he’ll be able to
get a handle on domestic spending?

SOBRAN:Yes I do. It depends to toagreat extent on
what kind of Congress he gets. On the other hand, he
has to submit budgets. And the rate of federal
spending under his administration has continued to
climb. So I don’t know if he has the will to do it.

CR: What are the most invidious effects of the welfare
state?

SOBRAN: I think just the spreading of the assumption
that it’s perfectly normal for a lot of people to be

SOBRAN: Yes. 1 think in a second Reagan term it may
well happen. This man means business. He’s a great
President.

CR: Aie you thinking of the flat tax?

SOBRAN: That’s one possibility. ! like the proposal of
Congressman Ron Paul who said that we should have
a flat tax on anything over $10,000. So in that sense
you get a graduated tax for the benefit of the poor and
it doesn’t unduly complicate everyone else’s life. He
would put an end toall exemptions and so forth. There
are some slight political problems with that, but I
think it’s a magnificent idea. In fact I thought of it
myself, not realizing that he’d already proposed it. So I
have sort of a paternal pride of my own in the idea.

"" We all have friends we
always don’t write home
about, especially if we
live in Washington."

CR: Are the Democrats removing every incentive for
the Soviets to negotiate strategic arms reductions by
sabotaging President Reagan’s defense budget?

SOBRAN: I don’t know if they¯ve gone that far. They
undercut him in all sorts of ways. Mister Reagan
makes disparaging remarks about mister Mondale but
he never talks about him as evil-- the way he talks
about the Soviet empire. Now the Democrats
strenuously object to the way Reagan talks about the
Soviets but they talk about him in worse terms than
they talk about the Soviets. So they obviously hate
him more than they do the Soviets. At the same time
they blame him. rather than the Soviets. for

international tensions. They may not even be aware of
the way they sound. They may not intend this mal-
distribution of emphasis. But it comes across very
clearly and that’s one reason Mondale is going to get
whipped soundly in November.

CR: Do you think the Soviets are actively trying to
hurt Reagan’s chances for re-election?

SOBRAN: They were for awhile, i don’t know now.
They seem to be conceeding ahead of time. This might
even be a more influential factor than the exit polls.
The Communist Party of the U.S.A., whose candidates
are Gus Hall and Angela Davis, are directing their
campaign propoganda exclusively against Reagan.
There’s no denunciation of Mondale. They would be
happy, evidently, if Mondale won. This tells you a
good deal. It tells you that the Soviets and their
pundits here see the Mondale team as "objectively
progressive." This is the way they’ve classically used
liberals at certain junctures. They consider them, in
Lenin’s phrase, ’~useful idiots." The Democrats are
very reluctant to realize this. They accuse you of
Birchism or McCarthyism if you take note of some
very obvious facts. The Soviets themselves seem to
take note of the same facts so I don’t think there’s
anything censurable about it.

"Reagan has attracted the
hatred of a broad coali-
tion ofweirdos. ’"

CR: Are you working on any new books that will be out
soon?

SOBRAN: I’m always working on several books, but
they all take such a long time to write.
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The Political Pilgrims
Political Pilgrims." Travels of Western Intellectuals to
the Soviet Union, China, and Cuba. by Paul Hollander
Oxford: Oxford University Press

By Dr. G. James Jason

There is something satisfying about seeing the
villain hoisted with his own petard. Turnabout is fair
play. And it is this sort of feeling that makes the recent
work by sociologists and others on the motivations
and mindsets of intellectuals so fascinating, intellectuals
have so long criticised America and the West, have
thrown so much acid upon their fellow citizens, that
recent work inquiring into their biases and
irrationalities is long overdue.

What is an "intellectual"? We ought to get clear on
the meaning of that oft-used term at the outset. Of
course, an intellectual is a person who is in some sense
unusually concerned with ideas¯ Many intellectuals
earn their bread and cheese by trade in ideas: writers,
professors, scientists, and computer specialists. But it
seems to me that an intellectual is distinguished more
by an acceptance of an ideology than by any particular
manner of earning a living.

The ideology of the intellectual has at least three
components. First, the intellectual views himself as an
unbiased observer, above his culture and time. Second¯
the intellectual is able. in a solitary fashion, to
understand on an abstract level the problems of his
society. (The intellectual thus views himself as a social
critic.) Third, an intellectual is one who takes himself
to bc basically unconcerned w’ith wealth, to be
uncorrupted by the normal monetary views which
govern the "ordinary" person.

Being committed to this ideology, intellectuals have
engaged in their roles as social critics with relish.
examining the biases and the flaws of their countrymen,
and making any number of grand suggestions for
transforming society. All this. without those critics
themselves being subjected to critical scrutiny.

But¯ again, the last few years have seen a change in
this arrangement so cozy for the intellectual. A
number of social scientists have begun to employ the
analytical tools of their respective professions to
investigate the intellegentsia.

One thinks, for instance, of work done investigating
political biases of the intelligentsia. Sociologists such
as Alvin Gouldner and Seymour Martin Lipset have
shown the markedly left-of-center political orientation
of sociologists as a group; similar studies have been
done on journalists showing a similar leftist political
preference.

But what has been the most fascinating has been the
investigation of the left/liberal defect of vision.

The most sustained scholarly treatment of the
skewed vision of the left/liberal intellectual has been
done by Professor Paul Hollander. We are very lucky
indeed to have a good many of his insights in Political
Pilgrams: Travels of Western Intellectuals to the
Soviet Union, China and Cuba.

Professor Hollander is a native of Hungary, and so
has lived under both socialistic and Western systems¯
He received his undergraduate education at the London
School of Economics, graduate training at Princeton
University, and has been both a Princeton National
Fellow and a Guggenheim Fellow. He is now a
Professor of Sociology at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst.

The focus of Hollander’s book is upon the journeys
made by intellectuals, and the subsequent reports and
comments given about those travels. Hollander thus
has cannily chosen a recurring social phenomenon: a
leftist intellectual, often one who has made a name for
himself as an effective critic of his own country, will
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then tour a Marxist state and report his "findings."
This Hollander calls "the phenomenon of the political
pilgrimage -- that is to say, the reverential tour of
politically appealing countries." Political pilgrimages
have taken place with depressing regularity for the last ’
sixty years, and constitute a useful body of data from
which Hollander derives a number of interesting
conclusions.

There have been a number of such pilgrimages,
Hollander divides them into "the first pilgramage"
(i.e., the early visitations to the Soviet Union), the
pilgrimage to Cuba (and other small Third World
countries), and finally the pilgrimage to China.

The first pilgrimage took place in the 1930’s, with a
number of intellectuals--disenchanted with the
Depression-ridden West-- journeying to Soviet
Russia. Such notables as Edmund Wilson, Beatrice
and Sidney Webb, Owen Lattimore, Julian Huxley,
G.B. Shaw, Waldo Frank, Granville Hicks, John Dos
Passos, Anna Strong, Corliss and Margaret Lamont,
Hewlett Johnson, the columnist Joseph Freeman and
many others visited Stalinist Russia and wrote various
sorts of glowing reports.

These reports (quoted at length in Hollander’s
book) make for fascinating reading, if you have 
sufficiently strong stomach. Hewlett Johnseon, Dean
of Canterbury, said of the Soviet Union (after visiting
there briefly):

¯ . .this Soviet programme regards men as
persons and plans for them as brothers. There is
something singularly Christian and civilized in
this attitude and intention. (p. 126)

The American Quaker Henry Hodgkin likewise saw
elements of Christianity in communism:

The recurring question Hollander raises is this:
how could people who take such pride in their ability
to critically evaluate their own society be so absolutely
duped by such an obviously wicked one’:

This question is often brushed aside by left/liberals
with the comment "well, that was half a century ago,
before we discovered that the Soviet tlnion was really
a state capitalist regime pretending to be socialist." But
Hollander presses the point, by examining the
comments of the 60’s and 70’s leftist intellectuals about
Cuba and China¯

Intellectual pilgrims to Cuba included H uey Newton
and George MeGovern (I here stretch the meaning of
the term "intellectual" quite a bit), Saul Landau,
Susan Sontag, Jonathan Kozol, Warren Miller, Frank
Mankiewitz, Angela Davis, and others. Again one sees
the same curious blunting of the critical faculties, with
reports ranging from the inane (Saul l,andau):

Cuba is the first purposeful society that we have
had in the Western Hemisphere for many years
-it’s the first society where human beings are
treated as human beings, where men have a
certain dignity, and where this is guaranteed to
them. (0. 223)

to the bootlicking(Paul Sweezy):

To be with these people, to see with your own
eyes how they are reahbilitating and transforming
a whole nation, to share their dreams of the great
tasks and achievements that lie ahead - these are
purifying and liberating experiences. You come
away with your faith in the human race restored.
(pp. 224-5)

And of course North Vietnam had its share of political
pilgrims (groupies, really): Tom Hayden, Jane Fonda,
Mary McCarthy, and their ilk. All sang its praises.
Very few were even able to recognize the re-education

camps, the slaughter in Cambodia, the tragic flight of
the boat people, much less deplore those things. These
supposedly critical observers refused to see what they
did not want to see.

The third pilgrimage, the wave of visits to China, is
also discussed in detail by Hollander. Again, we see the
intellectuals plucking out their eyes, the better not to
see the glaring flaws of their latest candidate for
Utopia. Once again, the stomach turns at the sight of
prominent intellectuals fawning over Mao and his
gang. Simone de Beauvoir:

...life in China today is exceptionally plea-
sant...Plenty of fond dreams are authorized by
the idea of a country where the government pays
the people’s way through school, where generals
and statesmen are scholars and poets. (p. 278)

Again this bit of excreta from Carol Tavris, an
American psychologist:

When you enter China you walk through the
looking glass into a world that reflects a reality
antithetical to ours. You leave Watergate, the
energy, crime, privacy, dirty movies, cynicism
and sex at the border, and step across into safety,
stability, enthusiasm, clean streets, clean talk
and positive thinking. (p. 293)

fly the way, one never sees the political pilgrim stay
in the socialist utopia they are visiting. They always
return to their homelands--perhaps for sex and dirty
movies.

As I mentioned earlier, Hollander doesn’t merely
report the strange observations of the political
pilgrims--which would be worthwhile in and of
itself--he also points the way to understanding why
intellectuals are so given to blindness regarding the
all-too-obvious defects of socialist countries, and so
very hyper-sensitive to the comparatively minor flaws
in their own.

One reason for the tendency of these political
pilgrims to produce glowing reports is both surprising

(Continued on page 12)
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Another Horror Show Episo, le

by Lawrence Trehy
We are now in the middle of yet another lurid

episode of the world’s longest-running horror show,
"The Creatures That Devoured Western Civilization."
The latest installment is titled "Invasion Of The Child
Molesters." Viewer attention is currently focused on a
trial in California, in which seven staff members from
Manhattan Beach’s McMartin Pre-School, including
the 76 year-old owner and founder of the school, are
accused of sexually abusing children left in their
charge. There are at least forty-four victims, ranging in
age from two to thirteen, involved in this case of a
"child care" institution alleged to have provided
unspeakable fringe benefits to its staff and a type of
child care parents didn’t count on.

Another bucket of Los Angeles sludge, this trial;
but, alas, as so many of us know, the McMartin case is
only the tip of a vast and very filthy iceberg¯ We
should, as a nation, be beyond shock by now, so
stupefied are we by our cultural debasement and the
Niagara of pornography inundating the Western world¯
Yet there does seem to be a ripple of shock passing
through the public at this nauseating scandal. The
shock might even last longer than the average citizen’s
forty-five second attention span.

The appalling question which Americans must ask
about their own outrage is: Why? Why are we shocked
at the spectacle of innocent children being abused and
used as sex toys by adults, when teens and now pre-
teens are presented as erotically alluring in everything
from ads for designer jeans to sitcoms to Hollywood
titillation epics?

Why should a culture which has tolerated and
outrageously rewarded a multi-billion dollar porn
racket - much of it child porn - from Times Square to
I.os Angeles be surprised at this twisted monster
spontaneously rising out of the septic tank of modern
life? Why should our nation expect anything else when
it permits the existence of the North American
Man Boy Love Association(NAMBLA), an organized
group of pederasts battling for their "rights’?"
l’rogressive politicians, take note: In NAMBLA you
haxe a new group of blessed secular martyrs whose
~otcs can be had for a little judicious currying.

Our preposterous entertainment and advertising
industries continue to blend adolescence and erotica in
their profitable blender, as the ads for recent cinematic
ordure like "Blame It On Rio" and "Porky’s" attest. If
our society liberally rewards the presentation of
adolescents as objects of viewer desire, why be surprised
when some of society’s more demented members take
matters to their horrifying conclusion and end up
sexually abusing toddlers?

As a people, Americans went along with the man-
made plague of pornography, following the drooling
prophets of Babylon from Playboy and Penthouse and
Hustler; now we’re reaping the flaming whirlwind.

I do hope that our progressives, the geniuses who
legalized the pornographic pollution of our nation,
don’t let this terrible situation at McMartin and
elsewhere distract them from their heroic struggle
against the menace of nondenominational school
prayer, or deter them from rushing out of their latest
cocktail party to fulminaw ~,~;-~t Jerry Falwell. Most

of our citizens, alas, after a little disturbance and tut-
tutting, will forget about this monstrous example of
the cancerously growing sexual abuse of children and
return to lives of Playboy-era materialism, fun and
frolic. However, there will be a few who will stand
aside and see that our porn-drenched, pleasure-mad
civilization resembles nothing so much as a crazed,
drunken deck party on the Titanic.

Lawrence Trehy is a freelance writer in San Diego.

Defending the Next Generation
Abortion and the Conscience of the Nation by R onald
Reagan
Afterwords by C. Everett Koop and Malcolm
Muggeridge Nelson: 1984, pp. 95

by Gregory Redmond

Ten years have passed since Roe v. Wade. in that
decade, more than ! 5 million lives were legally aborted.
This number is ten times greater than the number of
Americans who lost their lives in all of America’s wars.
Unlike the silent masses, President Reagan has chosen
to speak out on this controversial moral issue, and,
moreover, to do so boldly in an election year.

In his book, Abortion and the Conscience of the
Nation, Reagan underlines the tenet of which abortion
is only the symptom: the denial of the value of certain
human lives. Roe v. Wade is certainly not the first time
the Court has taken a stab at the fundamental rights of
human beings. The Dred Scott decision (1857) 
recalied. At that time, the denial of human rights was
synonomous with racial prejudice.

Today, instead of black Americans, it is unborn
Americans. In essays included in this book, U.S.
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop and celebrated.
British critic Malcolm Muggeridge note the parallels
of our selective massacre of the American unborn to
the extermination policies of Nazi Germany. The
analogy shows a corresponding disrespect for life in
both groups chosen by each respective society.

But the comparison between Nazism and abortion is
not merely analogical. Abortion was, in fact, first
legalized in Germany on July 14, 1933. The "Law for

the Prevention of Progeny with Hereditary Diseases"
required the sterilization of Germans allegedly suffering
from feeble-mindedness, blindness, and alcoholism.
For women, "if sterilization [did] not succeed ...
removal of the embryo [was] then permitted." The
language was restrictive, but the "right" to abortion
was extended to the healthy members of the "undesir-
able" races--Jews, Poles, and Gypsies. The secret
Circular of June 9, 1943 denied abortions to the
"racially valuable."

in debate on the Hyde Amendment, Senator Charles
Percy held a colloquy on the Senate Floor to determine
the amount of money which could be saved by
aborting"potential" welfare recipients, ~useless eaters,"
as he put it.

Interesting is that Hitler also stressed the economic
angle to justify policies of race purification. He cited
the impropriety of increased spending for "maintenance
of these unfortunates" the state is "compelled to
adopt." Following these words came the next phase of
the purification program--euthanasia. In 1940, as
many as 275,000 Aryan Germans with "incurable"
diseases, physical handicaps, and questionable sanity
were exterminated. But because of wide-spread public
outcry, compounded by reactions from the Church,
this phase came to a standstill. The next phase, despite

public outcry, did not come to a stop. The mass
killings of Jews, Poles, Russians, and Gypsies began in
1942.

Though we cringe in horror at the thought of the
holocaust, we are likewise sanctioning disrespect for
human life with our expanding "pro-choice" legislation.

We can only hope and pray that a political leader
such as the president, will bring us, as a nation, to
"recognize the sanctity of human life." Reagan notes in
his book that he has "directed the Department of
Justice and Health and Human Services to apply civil
rights regulation to protect handicapped newborns."
This type of leadership might serve to counteract the
disastrous existing legislation supporting legalized
homocide. In essence, what Reagan as a leader is
forced to contend with are political factions supporting
the "quality of life" ethic, and the "sanctity of life"
ethic. We as a nation must wake a choice between these
ethics.

Gregory Redmond is a systems engineer and CR’s
Artifex Maximus.
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Martial Law and Bureaucracy in Poland

An interview with former Director-General of the Polish Foreign Ministry, Bohdan Lewandowski.

Bohdan Lewandowski is the former Director-General
of Poland’s Ministry ofF, reign Affairs. He has served
in the United Nations since 19,50. He also participated
in the Polish underground during the German
occupation of Worm War IL Mr. Lewandowski was
educated at both the Polish Academy of Political
Science and the University of Warsaw and is not,, a
senior advisor to the Secretariat of the UN. He
recently shared his thoughts on the Polish crisis during
an interview with CR ~ President Emeritus, E. Clasen
Young.

YOUNG: Could you give us an assessment of the
current situation in Poland’?

LEWANDOWSKI: it is a continuous crisis which has
deep roots in economic problems mixed with the great
need for reform in administrative quality. The question
is whether these reforms can be implemented. Economic
reform in general is very controversial, and much of
Europe is strongly opposed to it. Even in normal
times, that is, when the countries of Europe are
economically and politically stabilized, reform is
resisted. But when one has low efficiency in industry
and agriculture, and on top of that a huge foreign debt,
one has the makings of stagnancy. I believe the Polish
crisis, therefore, is impossible to resolve in the Polish
context alone.

YOUNG: Why did General Jaruzelski view the imposi-
tion of Martial Law as necessary?

LEWANDOWSKi: He and his spokesmen argued
that the situation in Poland was completely chaotic
and could only lead to greater chaos which might bring
about bloodshed. Furthermore, they argued that the
Soviet Union might not be able to stand idle because of
strategic interests; they might have directly intervened.
The phrase used by the General was "the Polish
situation was dealt with by Polish hands."

Of course, you would have to go much deeper into
the history of the Polish situation. 1976 was a time
when the signs of an imminent crisis were very visible.
The main element of crisis was the question of
economic instability posed by what is really a Moon-
Scape economy--one which brings down the whole
price structure. For example, state-supported prices
have made bread cheaper as a cattle fodder than grain.
Therefore, the peasants buy all the bread, feed it to
animals, and create a most disastrous situation. The

government did not understand that pressures created
by subsidies are enormous and that measurements of
efficiency can only come through the market type of
pricing.

They also did not realize that the Polish worker
changed considerably. The worker is very important.
He demands a part in the decision making process, in
other words, young workers, especially the highly
educated and highly trained workers in the competitive
(on a world-wide scale) industries like shipping, believe
that the crux of the matter is participation in
management and government. Such a situation
guarantees that bureaucrats will not mismanage
business affairs. The Crisis has come in and out since
! 949.

YOUNG: Do you think that the Gerrick government
was an apology for Western ideals such as the market
economy.
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"The government did not
understand that pressures
created by subsidies are
enormous and that
measurements of effi-.
ciency can only come
through the market type
of pricing. ""

LEWANDOWSKI: Yes and No. Certainly during the
Gerrick time the Political economy was tied more to
the Western market than ever before or ever after.
Polish trade was tied to the Western market through
industry and licensing. Unfortunately, this
boomeranged in 1973 when the Western European
market was hit by the oil crisis. Every common venture
was either immediately scuttled or burdened with
severe economic hardship. But it is clear that’the entire
period was characterized by the economy being
overheated and overinvested, with sometimes very
ambitious investments. For example, hundreds of
millions of dollars were spent in producing a very
"modern" television, which by the time it was finished,
was obsolete. Polish industry just cannot compete
with that of Japan or the United States.

At the same time, the agricultural idea looked good
on paper, that is to say, Polish farmers hoped to

"’I don’t
Solidarity
survived as
even if the
implement

believe that
would have
a movement

General did not
military rule. ""

produce, together with Western know-how and capital,
goods to be sold on the Western market. And that of
course did not come to fruition. The economy simply
did not go through the necessary reforms which would
take off the burden of bureaucracy--especially in the
countryside. Polish agriculture, though almost totally
in private hands, is underinvested and inefficient. And
because of the political market and pricing system,
there is no assurance that the money would be worth
much. in industry, the ideal situation would be to have
the credits--which, per se, aren’t bad--taken and used
as a safety net for the needed economic reforms similar
to the Hungarian plan.

YOUNG: What about Solidarity and its future?

LEWANDOWSKI: Solidarity is a movement unique
in the world. ! don’t think anyone can produce a
similar example--one that embraces practically the
entire working force in Poland, including Party
members, radical left-wingers, radical right-wingers,
the main center (Christian Democrats), and the Church.
Although the Church did not want to involve itself
directly with the issue, it did so through the
apparatus--the priests, advisors, and laymen. Poland
is a Catholic country. It is very much tied to the current
of Christianity. I don’t believe that Solidarity would
have survived as a movement, however, even if the
General did not implement military rule. It was too
diversified and would have inevitably split into various
factions, parties, and political coups.

YOUNG: Do you feel that the trade unions would
have played a more important role?

LEWANDOWSKI: Yes. And they will play an even
more important role in the future. I think the great
issue in Poland is the necessity of independent trade
unions. As such, they do not threaten the system,

(Continued from page 10)

and disgusting: the host country pampers them, treats
them as royalty, with the cynical view that when
flattered by overwhelming hospitality, the intellectual
will be very disinclined to say anything negative. The
cynical communists turn out to be quite correct in their
assessment of the intellectual’s vanity. Feeling neglected
by his own society, the intellectual laps up any favors
bestowed upon him like a kitten laps up cream.

Moreover, Hollander points out how adroitly the
socialist regime will control what the visiting pilgrim
sees. The visitor sees model schools, model prisons,
model communes, model chicken farms, model zoos,
and so on. Of course, no normal person would be
deceived by such a charade--unless he had put aside
his critical facilities.

Hollander points out more subtle reasons for the
intellectuals willingness to see what they are required
to see--and to keep searching for utopia after seeing
socialist state after socialist state go awry. He discusses
the alienation many (or even most) intellectuals feel.
and the way this manifests itself in their work. They
despise on a gut level the pluralistic West, where strife,
competition, disagreement, contention, and a seeming
lack of purpose prevail. On the other hand, they are

attracted to the singlemindedness of purpose and the
(sham) comeraderie of the socialist state.

Hollander also points out that intellectuals tend to
be more affected by the trend toward secularization,
than the average citizen, yet retain a religious impulse.
Socialism is a functional equivalent of religion: it
promises a heaven, it has its holy books, prophets, and
saints, it has its rituals and prayers and holy chants.
Raymond Aron often called Marxism "the opiate of
the intellectuals" because it functions for the leftist
intellectual in the same way the, traditional religion
(which Marx ridiculed as "the opiate of the people")
functions for the average person.

In sum, Hollander’s fine work advances considerably
our understanding of those who mold the opinions of
our countrymen. It deserves to be read.

Dr. G. James Jason is Professor of Philosophy at
Washburn University.

which of course, is one of the main problems in the
other Communist East European nations. The greatest
fear the Soviets have of Poland, apart from the
Warsaw Treaty system, is that there will be a replay of
West Germany vis-a-vis NAT,. This would completely
change the picture.

The Independent Trade Unions could become part
of the needed system of new social contract, which
would develop its own system of checks and balances,
and do away with inefficient bureaucracy. The unions
that do exist are "government approved," but whether
they are fully independent or not is a big question.
Their leaders often try to manifest independence
through contention and conflict with the government.
But in order to create and maintain effectiveness for
the future, the unions will have to take on the
important questions of the day.

In one sentence, I would define the Polish Crisis as a
pluralistic society in search of such machinery--such
forms of government--that would permit peaceful
resolution of the conflicts that always will exist in the
pluralistic society. Only the gradual development of
such machinery will improve the standards of living
and the general well-being of the Polish people.
Poland is fiercely independent. Even the Polish
Communists want independence.

YOUNG: Does the "Parasite Law" weaken the spirit
of the Polish citizenry?

LEWANDOWSKI: That law is highly controversial
among Polish lawyers. It gives the government the
power to put a person under 45 years of age to work if
he or she cannot prove "legal means of living." But like
many laws in Poland, it is far from implementation.
The last I heard, there were only a few hundred people
registered out of 36 million, l personally think the law
is unnecessary, aggravating, and unproductive. And it
gives some bureaucrats a tool for different purposes.
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"’I think the great issuein
Poland is the necessity of
independent trade unions.
As such, they do not
threaten the system, which,
of course, is one of the
main problems in other
Communist East European
nations. ""

YOUNG: What measures do you think the Jaruzelski
government will take to appease the Polish people?

LEWANDOWSKI: Well, i don’t think we’ll see
anything like Walesa becoming a part of the military
government. But there is one thing I think the General
and his advisors understand, in 1953, changes came
about in Hungary through violence, while in Poland
the changes, also very far-reaching at that time, came
without spilling blood, in 1956, Gomulka, the Polish
Communist, came to power in a peaceful way. He was
successful with the Polish people because he knew that
one cannot run things in this country against the
Church. One of the first things he did was to release the
widely respected Cardinal Weshinski from captivity.

"The country rejoiced. You see, Poland is a very
patriotic and traditional country. This situation is
even more developed in 1984. I think General Jaruzelski
understands that at this time one cannot run things
without the Church.

"In one sentence, I would
define the Polish Crisis as a
pluralistic society in search
of such machinery--such
forms of government--that
would permit peaceful reso-
lution of the conflicts that
will always exist in theplur-
alistic society. ""

YOUNG: ls this the so-called "Visible Duality"?.

LEWANDOWSKI: Call it whatever you want. It’s a
very good sign that both parties want to find the areas
of cooperation. Many people in the power structure
think that General Jaruzelski is too liberal. As in all
societies, there is a contingent which believes that
things should be done with a strong hand. Also, there
are those in the Church who have direct contact with
the working people--the very conscious, politically
aware, and sometimes very radical working people.
That part of the Catholic Church criticizes the present
condition of the Polish Government. They’re looking
to create a New Poland.

YOUNG: Do you believe that a New Poland will
become the hinge in a revival of East-West relations?

LEWANDOWSKI: As a Pole, I would like to say yes,
because 1 would like to think that we are at the center
of events leading towards improvement. But, unfortun-
ately, both Poland and Germany are at the receiving
end of atmospheric relations between Washington and
Moscow¯

YOUNG: Do you see a role for the United Nations in
improving East-West relations?

LEWANDOWSKI: Not in Europe. There’s a funny
element of the Charter covering the whole subject
which gives the Great Powers the exclusive right to
deal with the specific problems rising directly out of
the war--the problems with the "enemy countries."
This entails exclusive jurisdiction over the division of
Europe. The paradox is that neither Washington nor
Moscow originally questioned it. The Germans, under-
standibly, wanted to eliminate the article altogether.

But in terms of relations between East and West, the
UN can only serve as a meeting ground. Practically
speaking, the US and the USSR see little use for the
UN structure concerning Europe because that area is
considered safely divided, excluded from UN turmoil.
On the other hand, the rest of the world is sort of a
free-for-all. Both the US and the USSR will look to the
UN for influence in the Third World. And Third
World countries will look to the international body as
a source of international identity. The market is open.
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The Market and Teachers’ Salaries

By Dr. Patrick Groff
The relatively low salaries paid today’s public

school teachers fit the supply and demand model for
compensation for service rendered that is advocated
by marketplace economists. These economists are not
surprised that the economic rewards now given teachers
arc low compared to those received by members of
other occupational groups who hold college degrees.
In a consumer’s free marketplace it is clear that the
income earned by various workers depends not only
on the extent of their output but also on the value that
consumers place on this productivity.

As regards teachers it is notable that at present there
is a greater supply of these public school educators
than the market demands. It is true, as well, that
among the various groups of college students who
finally graduate, teachers tend to have the lowest
aptitudes for learning and gain the least amount of
academic skill development. People with inferior skills
and abilities, who at the same time compete for jobs in
a marketplace where there is little demand for their
services, surely cannot expect to receive salaries
commensurate with those gained by people who have
developed relatively greater skills, and especially ones
that are more valued by the society, it is said.

Teachers have long disagreed, and heatedly, with
this market theory of the distribution of income. ]hey
are troubled, in the first place, that in a market
economy the services of people they perceive as
morally less deserving than themselves often are more
valued by society. Accordingly, they resent being
deprived of the income they believe they deserve by
virtue of following their moral and noble calling. They
become impatient with the market mechanisms for
improving their salaries principally because they see
the market as disregarding the element of morality in
its distribution of wealth. They fear that the basic
index of market success--profit--is something evil
since it is not motivated by altruism, the
humanitarianism that teachers cite as the all-important
purpose of their careers.

It is up to social authorities not responsible to the
market, teachers insist, to counteract the market
forces that act to depress their income. The alternative
to the market system for the attainment of economic
reward that teachers cling to is a bureaucracy with
powers to distribute the income of the society in their
favor, and thus to countermand the forces of the
market. Teachers propose, moreover, that they, or
their organizations, occupy the positions of this bene-
volent bureaucracy so as to assure that this goal is
reached more quickly.

The objections of teachers to the market system of
income allocation are demonstrated in many ways.
Principally, this negative reaction to the market is
shown in their refusal to accept, and their eagerness to
evade, the consequences of their own professional
behavior. Teachers thus reject merit pay, the idea that
payment for their work should be linked to its quality,
as this is measured by student achievement. While the
effectiveness of individual teachers upon students’
achievements is regularly evaluated in objective ways
in schools (standardized tests are administered to
students each year to discover their academic develop-
ment) teachers have always rejected the use of the
results of these evaluations as a basis for decisions
about their incomes. Teachers, who claim to rate the
performance of their students in an objective fashion,
aver, quite illogically it appears, that any such ranking
of their own behavior in the classroom is a task made
impossible because it cannot be undertaken in a
reliable manner.

They also vigorously reject the proposal that their
colleagues whose education required of them more
academic aptitude and effort (for example, those who
graduated with degrees in mathematics and science)
should be given higher pay than teachers with degrees
in less demanding subject matter areas. Teachers are
even opposed to the granting of greater pay for
inservice salary advancements for college credits gained
in purely academic fields--those other than pro-
fessional education. To the contrary, they insist that
all college course work, regardless of its intellectual
demands, must be judged to have equal merit when
used in calculations about increases to be given in
inservice salaries.

It ,.~ :,lear that teachers, as a body, have elected not
to compete in the marketplace for their salaries.
Instead, they choose to have their incomes set by what
they hope will be benevolent bureaucrats sympathetic
to their claim that teaching is morally superior to other
occupations. In this decision teachers have
demonstrated greater trust in political determinants

than in economic ones. The consequences of this rewards for their moral excellence will shortly be
choice are obvious. The demands by teachers for equal forthcoming. As this has never been the case, the single
distribution of income in their profession have apparent winner in this situation have been teacher
instituted equal rewards for unequal merits and efforts, organizations, the bureaucracy of which has grown in
Teachers thus appear to be satisfied that the unenthus- power at a rate parallel to the overall decline in teacher
iastic or lazy teacher receives as much pay as does the income. It is clear that the plans for increasing income

acceptable to teachers who have rejected the market
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into their instructional practices of a commercial
competitor of unparalleled significance: the teaching
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computer. The computer doubtless will prove that the
mode of instruction it projects is relatively superior for¯

’~’ developing basic academic skills to that which can be
~~ given by human teachers. The advent of the teaching
~~~=;~ " ¯ ..... computer will provide additional reasons for the

"" i~ legitimacy of the evaluation of teaching merit, and
thus will make more feasible the influence of market

hardworking and intelligent instructor. In this sense,
teachers now argue that equal treatment of unequal
teachers is a just practice.

The apparent purpose of decisions by teachers to
maintain equal compensation for unequal performance
in their profession is to remove the element of
competition from among their ranks. This anti-com-
petitive policy so far has achieved its goal. Competition
among teachers for pay according to performance
standards has been effectively eliminated. The
successful abolition of competition among teachers
for economic reward has however, had depressing
consequences. Chief among these has been the
diminished degree of instructional innovation in
schools, and thus the impediment to the replacement
of discredited or obsolete methods of teaching. The
removal of competition for pay among teachers has
inhibited the introduction of pedogogical methods
that break with traditional practices. It has encouraged
conformity to the point that teachers seem to be
satisfied with mediocrity. The teaching of reading is a
prime example of this tolerance of substandard
teaching. In the past generation research and the
academic reviews of these empirical investigations
have made clear the superiority of the intensive
teaching of phonics. This information has not found
acceptance by the typical teacher, however, largely
because teachers have no incentive at present to
abandon the discredited methods of teaching reading
that they are accustomed to using.

The unstable relationship that teachers have
established between educational productivity and
teaching rewards has resulted in yet other invidious
conditions. The alternative to unequal pay for unequal
work, that rejects meritocracy in teaching, means that
the teacher gives up his or her freedom and right to be
judged superior. Now, instead of individual teachers
determining what their particular salary will be by
virtue of the effects of their particular efforts, such
decision-making has been relegated to educational
organizations. Unfortunately, but true, it is to the
benefit of educational organizations to convince
teachers that the merit of their instruction must give
way to the common good, and hence, that equality in
the distribution of income among teachers is a
satisfactory, even moral position to take.

Instead of the market value of effective teaching,
which depends on how much is available relative to the
demands for it by society, teachers’ organizations
propose a radically different equation, it is their
contention that equal reward for unequal work among
teachers actually strengthens the moral fiber of this
profession, making it more ethical in character than
otherwise would be possible. Teachers’ organizations
thus repeatedly emphasize in their journals that compe-
tition among teachers for salary, if allowed, would
destroy all forms of cooperation in this body of
educational workers.

Teachers are naive in their beliefs that competition
among them for income will eliminate cooperation
with their colleagues. (The degree of professional
cooperation among teachers always is vastly
exaggerated. They tend to be highly isolationist in
their instructional behavior.) Teachers also appear
insensitive to the dangers of exchanging market values
for political promises in the determination of their
salaries. They are lulled by the promise from their
leaders and professional organizations that justifiable

forces in this decision.
When computers are given the task of instructing

children in basic literacy and’numeracy skills, as they
inevitably will be, the judgment of the relative merit of
teaching can be shifted to the kinds of classroom
behavior that teachers long have maintained is that
about which they most desire to demonstrate their
competence. These are the teacher actions that develop
children’s abilities to evaluate, to judge, and to infer,
for example, to use their skills of literacy and numeracy
to solve problems and to create unique solutions to
complicated issues. After computer instruction
equalizes children’s capacities to undertake such
higher-level intellectual activities teachers will lose any
further rights to object to the influence of market
forces upon their economic status. The teaching
computer, a creature of the marketplace, will bring
with it into schools an impetus not only for methodolg-
ical reform but for the establishment in teaching of
unequal pay for unequal merit.

It is distressing to report, however, that teachers of
late have been given hope that because of the supposedly
peculiar qualities of their service to society their labor
deserves to be exempted from market considerations.
Recent national investigations into the reasons for the
declining productivity of public school teachers, have
proposed that the present crisis in schooling would be
ameliorated if teachers simply were given certain
arbitrary raises in salary. The Carnegie report, "High
School: A Report on Secondary Education in
America," recommends that over the next three years
teacher income be raised an average of 25 percent over
the rate of inflation.

Beyond the fact that raises in teachers’ salaries in the
preceding generation, en masse, as they have been
done, have correlated negatively with measures of
student achievement, there is no rationale possible for
arbitrary advances in teachers’ pay--beyond the
dubious supposition that they morally are exceptionally
deserving public servants. Rather than being based on
any theory of reality, the notions that a general
increase in teacher pay will develop more effective
teaching appears little more than wishful thinking.

One current national study of teaching, that of the
National Commission on Excellence in Education, it
must be said, does deal accurately with the teacher
income issue. The report of this commission
recommends merit pay for teachers. A further step is
necessary if market forces are to take their rightful
place in teacher salary decisions. This is the
establishment of the voucher system, wherein parents
are given financial warrants to spend for their children’s
education at the schools of their choice. This breakup
of the monopoly that the public school presently holds
on educational services finally would allow market
forces to dominate the fixing of teacher income. While
they obviously are painful for teachers to contemplate,
these two reforms of American education would be
helpful in two ways. First, they would help distribute
teacher income according to merit and allow teachers
who desire merit pay to express this inclination.
Second. student achievement would improve as a
significantly larger proportion of teachers than is now
the case would have incentives, that are visible and
attainable, to work to improve students’ test scores.

m

Dr. Patrick Groff, is Professor of Education at San
Diego State University.

Laura Ingraham and The American
Spectator Defenders of Freedom.
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San Diego Symphony

Upcoming Concerts

Date Program

November 8, 9, 10, 11 Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 1
Walton: Symphony No. 1

November 15, 16 Grieg: Peer Gynt Suite No.
Sibelius: Violin Concerto
Prokofiev: Symphony No. 5

November 23, 24, 25 Schubert: Symphony No. 8
Nielson: Flute Concerto
Wagner: Siegfried Idyll
Pousseur:Passion According

to Punch
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